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Context

Frontier seeks to support promising carbon removal projects that can be done responsibly and maximize benefits to communities and
ecosystems while minimizing potential harms. As a part of purchasing diligence, we assess the project’s approach to legal and
regulatory compliance, ecosystem safety and distribution of community benefits.

We have built mechanisms into Frontier’s purchasing diligence and contracting to (1) minimize the potential known risks of projects; and
(2) establish processes for adaptive management over time to ensure that projects stop if negative impacts are identified.

In some cases, existing regulations (OSHA, MSHA, EPA’s Underground Injection Controls, etc.) will be sufficient to manage project risks.
For the specific safety risks where applicable regulatory regimes do not exist or don’t fully retire the risks, Frontier uses the rubric
below to inform whether to purchase from the project. This analysis also helps Frontier identify additional controls that should be
added into the project contract to ensure safe, responsible deployment.

This assessment rubric

This rubric was developed by environmental, safety and health sciences firm Ramboll to help reviewers for Frontier’s offtake
purchasing program assess whether a biomass carbon removal project (1) is set up for safe deployment and (2) has a best-in-class
approach to monitor and mitigate any potential ecosystem and health and safety risks.

We do this by selecting for projects with low substantive risk and strong procedural controls across key risk categories:

● Low substantive risk - Risks are inherently lower because of the nature of the approach and the way the company has designed
a deployment. For example, a project that uses a particularly well-characterized biomass feedstock.

● Strong procedural controls - A project has appropriate instrumentation and processes in place to monitor ecosystem
interactions along with governance controls that trigger deployment shifts if any negative impacts are observed. For example, a
project has a comprehensive plan to monitor geologic well parameters and processes to halt injection if variation is observed.

https://www.ramboll.com/
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If a project passes the assessment and is selected for a purchase through Frontier, any the ‘guidelines for advanced monitoring and mitigation’
that are not already sufficiently addressed in existing regulation are incorporated into the project’s measurement protocol and included in the
purchase contract.

Frontier gates delivery acceptance and payment on the ongoing regulatory compliance and third party verification that a project has delivered
on the activities proposed in compliance with the protocol as well transparently and publicly reported relevant ecosystem impact data.
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